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Hello everyone,I am jerry chou from national tsing hua univeristy.I am also the team advisor for this year competition.



History at SCC 
 Participation (7 times) 
◦ 2007~2008, 2010~2012, 2014~2015 

 Advisors 
◦ Prof. Yeh-Chi Chung: since 2007 
◦ Prof. Che-Rung Lee: since 2010 
◦ Prof. Jerry Chou: since 2012 

 Award 
◦ 2007, 2008, 2014 HPL champion 
◦ 2010, 2011 overall champion  

 Other competitions 
◦ ASC (Asia) 2013~2015 
◦ TSCC (Taiwan) 2012~2015 
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Just a little bit of introduction of myself and my team.We have been participate in this competition 7 times.So you could say we are one of the regulars in this competition with good tradition.



Why Join the Competitions? 
 Education:  
◦ Training not just for HPC, but for computer systems    

in general 
◦ Hands-on experience outside textbooks 
◦ Global view and language communication skills 

 Research 
◦ Draw boarder interests from under-graduate students 
◦ Search and develop potential graduate students 
◦ Raise the reputations of our school and faculty members 
◦ Make connection and setup research collaboration with 

domestic industry 
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So why we keep coming back year after a year?The answer is simple, because it worth it.In short:From the education prospective, it offers an unique opportunity for students to learn things out side the textbook.From the research prospective, it helps to draw interest from students and develop graduate prospects.It also helps us to connect with our domestic industry.



Support & Funding  
 It is the BIGGEST challenge 
 Computer equipment is supported by vendors 
◦ Relatively easier in Taiwan 
◦ But it still require customization & technician supports 
◦ Equipment could be donated or lent 

 Travel funding comes from multiple sources 
◦ Vendors & company sponsors 
◦ Research projects 
◦ School & department 

 How we managed? 
◦ Connection with the domestic companies from previous research 

collaborations 
◦ Honorable records and reputations 
◦ Provide supports to companies like demo, promotion, and 

consultant.  
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However, I always think it is not just a challenge for students.But also a challenge for the advisor!The biggest challenges of all is to search support for computer equipment, and travel funding.We are very glad and lucky to receive some continuous support from industry.And I believe it is contributed from two reasonsOne: is stronger relationship we have built with the companies both during the competition and outside the competitions.Second: is the honorable records and reputations we established over the yearsSo both side kind of understand what it takes to join this competition, And what benefits can gain from it.



Changes on Education 
 How to train students? 
◦ Students take the course credit of “special project” 
◦ Past team members act as the coaches to provide training 

 As faculty:  
◦ Achieve the main goal of developing and finding potential 

students for future research 
 As students:  
◦ Obtain course credits, knowledge, experiences and records 

for advancing their study 
 We didn’t change our curriculum; we take advantage 

of the competitions to provide a better way for 
education 
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Participate in this competition does brings several impacts to our education and research.First problem we countered is how to recruit and train the students.For that, we take advantage of the course requirement in our department.Because every students are required to take the course, we use the competition as a topic for students.So they can receive course credit from it and treat it as course work.Then we assign some senior students who have been participated in the competition to be the caches, and in charge of the training.So the overhead on advisors can be reduced as well.



Changes on Research 
 More research collaboration with company 
◦ Companies have more interests to setup collaborations because 

of our reputation in HPC 
◦ Companies provide opportunities for inviting students to assist 

their product activities like demons and posters 
 More research resources  
◦ Computer equipment donated from the competitions  can be 

used for research 
◦ Opportunities to use and study the latest HPC technologies, 

devices and software 
 Growing interests and activates in HPC 
◦ TSCC is hosted by NCHC (National Center  for High-

performance Computing) since 2012 in Taiwan 
◦ Students are more aware of the topic of HPC 
◦ More faculties across schools join the HPC actives 
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Finally, I also find couple of positive impact for researchIncluding a opportunity to build tighter relationship with industry.Turn the equipment for research after the competition, Last but most importantly, it helps us to establish reputation in the HPC field.Now in Taiwan, everyone knows our department is specialized in this area partly because of it.



Conclusion 
 It is a vast investment to participate in these 

competitions 
◦ Especially in terms of funding and equipment 
◦ Inevitable pressures to obtain good results from the 

competitions 
 But in return, we also receive irreplaceable values 
◦ Developing and recruiting top potential graduate students 
◦ Reputations and experiences in HPC 
◦ Tighter connection and relationship with companies and 

industry 
 Therefore 
◦ The competition is well aligned to our goals for research 

and education, and it further fortress our approaches 
◦ We are able to develop systematic approach and leverage 

our experiences to reduce overhead 
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So overall, it does require a lot of efforts, but its results are also fruitful.With a proper strategies and systems to support the process, we are able to manage the overhead, And bring positive impacts to our students, faulty members even department.



Feedback 
 Competition shouldn’t be just about 

winning, but we should have a discussion 
session after the contest 
◦ To have better understanding of the results 
◦ To receive feedback from judges 
◦ To help students understand what they can 

improve 
◦ To share knowledge and learn from each other 
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However, I do have a important suggest to the commetiitee,That is we should receive more feedback from the judge after the competition,Either through some comments on our grade sheet or hosting a discussion session.Because right now every time after the competition, only the grade sheet is handed to us.But the score really doesn’t have any meaning to it,So we have no idea why we got the results and what we should improve.It is particularly important to us, because we are hoping to rely on it to train the team next year.
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